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1) This is my Q thread for September 13, 2020
My Theme:
The Future of Our Republic Is at Stake

2) Q posts can be found on these websites.

3) On Friday, Q reposted these messages from an anon regarding treason, James
Comey and John Brennan.
Note that the column mentioning James Comey has 10 sets of 5 lines, while
Brennan's has 12 sets of 4 lines.
Is there a particular meaning we're supposed to take from this?

4) Perhaps.
The anon may have alluded to a statement by Lindsay Graham on the 10th while
discussing Spygate developments with Sean Hannity.
"We'll talk in about 10 or 12 days..."
Comey 10 sets.
Brennan 12 sets.
10 to 12 days from Thursday the 10th would be September 20-22nd.

0:00

5) On September 11th, Q reposted a tweet by @kevincorke who wrote that a DOJ
source told him to set his alarm clock in reference to arrests and indictments.

6)
Kevin Corke
@kevincorke

Remember when I said, wake me when there are
indictments and or arrests? Well, a solid DOJ source just
told me to "set my alarm clock."
I said, I'll believe it when I see it.
#DurhamReport
10:49 PM · Sep 11, 2020
65.2K

25.9K people are Tweeting about this

7) Q gave us a two-week window in which to watch for events related to Spygate. The
dates run from September 14th (tomorrow) through the 25th.

8) Why was Joe Biden tweeting about America's preparedness for a pandemic
months before we had one?

9)
Joe Biden
@JoeBiden

We are not prepared for a pandemic. Trump has rolled back
progress President Obama and I made to strengthen global
health security. We need leadership that builds public trust,
focuses on real threats, and mobilizes the world to stop
outbreaks before they reach our shores.
The Washington Post

@washingtonpost

None of these 195 countries — the U.S. included — is fully prepared for a
pandemic, report says wapo.st/361AXE3
8:32 PM · Oct 25, 2019
88.9K

47.3K people are Tweeting about this

10)

11) What [Dem] strategic goals might be accomplished through a pandemic?

12)

13) Clackamas County Oregon Board of Commissioners meeting.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/R6fidkEp1eY

14)

(Check the caption)

16) Mostly peaceful.

😎

17) Joseph Stalin would be proud.

18)

19) The Antifa flag was used by Kurds who fought against ISIS.
"Two Spanish volunteers who went to the region to fight ISIS in an "International
Brigade" were arrested upon their return and face charges of membership in a
'terrorist organization.'"

Anti-fascist flag raised as Kurds advance on ISIS
Kurdish fighters displaying the anti-fascist flag in front of an ISIS billboard in newly
liberated territory outisde Raqqa, Syria. In a perverse historical irony, two Spanish
volunteers who went to t…
https://countervortex.org/blog/anti-fascist-flag-raised-as-kurds-advance-on-isis-image/

20) A July 14, 2019 report from the Department of Homeland Security said members
of Antifa were being investigated as possible terrorists with affiliations to Kurdish
militant groups fighting in Syria.

DHS investigates alleged Antifa protesters as terrorists trained in Syria
No self-identified members of the loosely-affiliated Antifa protest movement have
committed any murders or terrorist attacks.
https://www.newsweek.com/dhs-investigates-alleged-antifa-protesters-terrorists-traine…

21) From the board

22) Q responded.

23) Ready to do a little digging?
Note the last line:
"Combat tactics, Mr. Ryan. By turning into the path of the torpedo, the Captain
closed the distance before it could arm itself."

24) From the film "The Hunt For Red October."

0:00

25) "Hunt For Red October" was a signature used by Q in 2017.

26) In February of 2018, "The Hunt For" was dropped from the signature.

27) Q answered an anon's questions about the signature.

28) There are many posts that discuss interpretations of Red October.
In the current context, I wonder if it refers to this.
"October surprise(s) being prepped and warmed."

29) Here are Q's links:
Jedidiah Fulton, 39
archive.is/GWLYq
30) Alberto Vincent Acosta archive.is/cFPbd
31) Kevin Carle, 37 archive.is/xHiFO
32) Ivan Geronimo Gomez, 30 archive.is/mhKtG
33) Guadalupe Molina-Pacheco archive.is/US23e

👇

34) Julian Draper archive.is/JyfJe
35) Demarco Covey, 24 archive.is/owMeD
36) Wesley James Bergman, 37 archive.is/rl2cm
37) Elias Pendergrass, 44 archive.is/wJ1XR
38) Unknown archive.is/mOAqq
39) Anita Esquivel, 37 archive.is/nMZFo
40) Vanya Hummel, 24 archive.is/DgwbY
41) Unknown archive.is/wZqgM
42) John Davies, 55 archive.is/VDg3M
43) Unknown archive.is/twWHf
44) Unknown archive.is/jjLfn
45) Christine Comello, 36
archive.is/4mLJT
archive.is/XxPPE
archive.is/Vvnoz
46) Alexander Bradford Smith, 26
http://jailviewer.co.douglas.or.us/Home/BookingSearchDetail?
BookingNumber=B20002631
47) Unknown
archive.is/0pex9
archive.is/8Jli1
48) Unknown archive.is/JkLAw
49) Jesse Peterson, 30 archive.is/gQg3e
50) Jeffrey Accord, 36
archive.is/j3yuB
archive.is/UszGL
archive.is/nJ9OU
51) Facebook stream mirror;

StoicSonicTonicWater
MIRROR - Arsonist Near Tacoma WA Starts Live Streams Fire And Arrest SEPTEMBER 09 2020
https://www.bitchute.com/video/iCiNEzxzOaqd/

52) 2014 Ferguson Arrest; archive.is/IgEUL
53) Info roundup; archive.is/JxZ4P
54) Unknown archive.is/oTl3d
55) Unknown archive.is/knQbj
56) Unknown archive.is/AEQgp
57) Milton Loice Moran, 48 archive.is/PiJpR
58) Anthony Travis Bodda, 21 archive.is/eQ8HB
59) Alexander Jones, 36

Men accused of looting homes in Santiam Canyon wildfire zone arrest…
Two men were arrested and charged with looting after a wild chase through the
wildfire zone in the Santiam Canyon.
https://www.statesmanjournal.com/story/news/crime/2020/09/10/oregon-wildfires-loote…

60) Unknown archive.is/eAHK7
61) Michael Jarrod Bakkela, 41
archive.is/DGEGz
archive.is/Vr0Tj

archive.is/mqJnI
62) Jonathan Maas, 44 archive.is/Hw9JK
63)

64) Chuck Grassley's update on this year's corn crop.
ChuckGrassley
@ChuckGrassley

This ear of corn is developed & will soon be ready for
harvest #cornwatch @ Iowa instagram.com/p/CFF4Bc8jhhA/
…
9:30 PM · Sep 13, 2020
20K

11.8K people are Tweeting about this

65) Why is it relevant?
On March 3, 2019, Q misspelled former FBI Director James Comey's name "James 8
Corney."

66) Nine months later, the DOJ IG report on FISA abuse was released.
If you opened the original PDF version of the document in a program that allows you
to search it, no results come up for the name "Comey."

67) But if you searched the document for the word "Corney" you come up with all the
references to James Comey.
(The updated version of the document does not give these search results.)

68) Devin Nunes trolled Comey with this tweet.
Devin Nunes
@DevinNunes

Corn ready for to be cut!

5:47 PM · Jul 27, 2019
17.8K

11.5K people are Tweeting about this

69) And there's this.
Julian's Rum
@JuliansRum

[

93

dk]

James Comey

@Comey

“If we learn nothing else from this tragedy, we learn that life is short and
there is no time for hate.” — Sandy Dahl, wife of Flight 93 pilot Jason
Dahl, 2002 Shanksville, PA
11:47 PM · Sep 13, 2020
528

235 people are Tweeting about this

70)

71) Do people in positions of power create 'safe zones' for rioters and arsonists?
What happens if prosecutors, board of county commissioner members, volunteer
firefighters, etc. are sympathetic to the cause?

72) A man in Portland, Oregon was arrested yesterday for starting a brush fire along
Interstate 205. He was released and arrested again today after he allegedly started six
more fires.

Man arrested for starting at least 7 brush fires along I-205
Domingo Lopez Jr. was arrested Sunday afternoon for allegedly starting 1 fire. He
was released and arrested again hours later after police said he started 6 more.
https://www.kgw.com/article/news/crime/man-arrested-for-starting-at-least-7-brush-fire…

73) Newly elected Multnomah County District Attorney Mike Schmidt announced a
new policy that will dismiss cases against hundreds of rioters.

Prosecutor won't act on low-level Portland protest arrests - KTVZ
The newly elected district attorney in Portland on Tuesday announced a new policy
that means that cases will be dismissed against dozens — and possibly several
hundred — people arrested on lesser cha…
https://ktvz.com/news/oregon-northwest/2020/08/11/portland-da-announces-new-polic…

74)

75)
Andy Ngô
@MrAndyNgo

The last tweet from @DAMikeSchmidt, the new DA who
isn’t prosecuting Portland rioters, is a tweet promoting an
interview w/his “buddy,” a militant antifa activist. His friend
is part of campaign by communist Angela Davis to defund
police, abolish prisons & demand reparations.

4:15 AM · Aug 15, 2020
6K

5.9K people are Tweeting about this

76) The activities we're witnessing are a coordinated insurgency campaign that is
being waged against the legitimate powers of government.

77) U.S. Government Counterinsurgency Initiative.
https://2009-2017.state.gov/documents/organization/119629.pdf

78) Insurgents recruit citizens to join an anti-government movement.
It's the responsibility of citizens to actively #fightback against the tactics used by
insurgent forces.
One way in which we do that is countering the propaganda used by political figures
and the media.

79)

80) Power poles in Snohomish County were vandalized with a chainsaw. Local
authorities and the FBI are searching for a suspect and motive.

'Very dangerous': Police and FBI investigate power poles cut with chai…
Because of the potential for serious injury and the fact that someone is tampering
with the public power supply, the FBI is now assisting in the investigation.
https://www.king5.com/article/news/crime/chainsaw-vandal-cutting-down-power-poles-i…

81)

82) Follow the green, yellow, and blue lines to make the connections.

83)

84) On Qanon . pub, the above post looked like this.

85) Explanation.

👇
Nurse Deplorable
@rn__deplorable

Replying to @AnonArkie

It’s a link to an anon’s post which I dropped in the comments
below.
. /pb means “previous bread” which is Chan speak
for “previous thread”. Each thread has a max of 751 posts
and then a new one is created. The anon post Q referenced
was from the previous thread.

5:27 PM · Sep 14, 2020
36

See Nurse Deplorable

’s other Tweets

86) The websites and apps that aggregate Q's posts don't always pick up the
comments of anons that are referenced by Q. In those cases, you need to go to the
board to see them.
BREAKING:
A federal judge has ruled that the shutdown orders imposed by Governor Wolf of
Pennsylvania are unconstitutional.

0:00

88) This is a hi-res version of the arsonist collage from tweet #82 with additional
information.

89) Senator Johnson said he would provide an interim report on his committee's
investigation of the Bidens and Ukraine prior to the election, to give voters the
information they needed to make an informed decision.
Josh Caplan
@joshdcaplan

SEN. RON JOHNSON: "Stay tuned. In about a week we're
going to learn a whole lot more of Vice President Biden's
unﬁtness for oﬃce" - MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL
6:11 PM · Sep 14, 2020
9.4K

3.9K people are Tweeting about this

90) And that would likely mean the end of Joe's campaign.

0:00

91) Time for a change of batters?

92) Patriot.

93) Linked video.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/GTMIFns_4g8

94)

95)

96)

97) Listen closely.
The Daily Signal
@DailySignal

Reminder from @MrAndyNgo: #Antifa are anything but
anti-fascist

11:09 AM · Sep 14, 2020
13.8K

98)

11K people are Tweeting about this

99) Thread.

👇
Catherine Herridge
@CBS_Herridge

#Whistleblower #PortlandProtest Breaking: According to
this @DHSgov internal email, obtained @CBSNews, former
Acting Under Secretary for Intelligence & Analysis Brian
Murphy wrote colleagues on July 25th that the Portland
violence was not “opportunistic” but “organized” citing

11:00 PM · Sep 14, 2020
15.6K

12.3K people are Tweeting about this

100) Dept of Homeland Security had intelligence in July that some Portland-area
Antifa members were not opportunistic as previously reported, but organized.
If they're organized, that implies that they're funded by someone.
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